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From the President
The schedule for the next few months is moving into the fast lane. We've been
invited to the "Exotic Soorts Car Show," June 18 and 19 at the Expo Center in
Portland. This is the first year for this I1arch of Dimes sponsored event, with
all proceeds going to be presented the July 13th weekend during the Jerry Lewis
Telethon. As this event is coming up quickly, we must know by the next meeting
if you are going to attend. A prize for the "Peoples Choice" marquee of 20.00
will be given to the clubs treasury. See the enclosed letter.
John Batters event will be held Yay 29th. Details follow
addition, the Austin H. Club has invited us to participate
center exhibits. Their schedule however only includes one
occurs on July 16 & 19, which is the same weekend as Morro
Race, Forest Grove Conccurs, etc. Other locations include
and Salem, July 22, 23 & 213.
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The Iembership Roster shows Roscoe Nelson's Zip Code as 97210. This should be 97201
A new roster will SOON be out, but if you need to reach Roscoe in the mean time,
please make the correction to your old one.
On the tech, side, we need your help. lv.any tricks are known out there and the rest
of us could really benefit by them. Here's one to start things off. The rod which
runs from the lower suspension tube diagonally to the top tube is more important to
your cars handling than you might think.
During the course of time and bumps)the rod which ties your suspension together will
stretch and the tension it puts on the upper and lower tubes slackens. Unfortunately
this will cause your camber to change every time you hit a bump, not to mention a
general loss of handling. But, just how much tension is correct? We know that if
these rods are over-tightened they will break.
In trying to second guess what the factory does, we can start with the end result,
a constant 2 degree camber as Iorgan Specs, say. From a previous trip to the
alignment shop I knew my camber was l- degrees on one side and 21 degrees on the
other. I was much happier with the idea of ldegrees and the roc seemed to be holding
up. Yeasuring the distance on the rod between the inside of the locking nuts on
each end of said rod produced an - interesting measurement. The side with 1-;'F degrees
measured 11 1/8 inches, while the side with 24 degrees measured 11 3/8 inches.,
Tightening the longer side to 11 1/8 inches and waa-la, 14 degrees camber both sides.
A small calculation then revealed the inside measurement of rods used by the factory
to be 11 1/13 inches, which should provide a perfect 2 degree camber.
To make the adjustment, jack the front end up. Take off both front wheels and remove
the shock from its top mounting and push toward the engine compartment. You should
then be able to reach both the top locking :'it and the top adjusting nut easily. The
nuts are /16 Whitworth or 3/8 British Standard (same thing), although a l6mm metric
will do the job. Now, how about hearing your favorite trick in next months issue,
Dwight Smith
26913 S. W. 196th Ct.
Beaverton, Oregon 97006

(503) 6132-177

TECH EDITOR
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Last month we covered the starting and ignition, and the charging electrical
systems of a Morgan. This month we complete this series by covering the lighting
and accessory systems.
LIGHTING SYSTEM
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Although the above drawing may appear complex, the lighting system is
actually very simple. Current is supplied to the various lighting subsystems from the
battery through two directions. One power source is from the control box which feeds
the panel lights, fog light, head lights, side and tail lights, and the license plate
light. All these lights can be turned on without the ignition switch being on. The
second rstem of lights composed of stop lights and turn signal lights work off the
ignition switch and through a fuse. Current passes through each switch to the appropriate light which is grounded to complete the circuit. There are no mysteries in this
system, only bulbs, wire shorts or bad switches can keep you in the dark!

From _J UN E_1977_FORMAT

ACCESSORY SYSTEM
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This system is similar to the lighting system in that a positive current is
carried to a switch or gauge 'and then on to the accessory or sending unit. The
accessory or sending unit is grounded which completes the circuit. The sending
units do nothing more than vary the amount of grounding, thereby changing the
reading. Consequently, if the wire from a gauge to a sending unit shorts out, it
will simply make a 100 percent ground and consequently will read 100 percent.
Taken one at a time, a Morgan's electrical system isn't hard to understand.
Use the correct wiring diagram and you'll have your problems "wired".
TECH TIPS
One of the best and cheapest ways of testing switches, etc., is to make a test lead
out of a length of wire fitted with alligator clips on each end. If, for instance, your
brake lights don't work, you can by-pass the switch by clipping one end of the test
lead to the hot side and the other end to the outlet of the switch. If the lights work,
the switch is bad. If the lights still don't work its either the bulb (which can easily
be changed) or a big bad short (bare wire against auto metal). Also, don't forget to
check the fuses where applicable.
If the fuse is blown in the circuit your testing, a handy little tool to have is a "short
finder" . Attach two wires with alligator clips to a 10 ânip. circuit breaker. Clip the
alligator clips to each side of the fuse holder. A short in the system will make the
circuit breaker "pop" . The constant "pop" of the circuit breaker will stop when you have
located the short and you won't use up a box of fuses trying to find out if you found
the short.
One of the prime reasons behind electrical failures is corroded terminals. These can
be quickly cleaned with a brush dipped in acetane. On the road, just scrape with a
knife.

ol
JON L. BATTERS
3535 NE RRYCE ST.
PORTLAND, OR. 97212
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SNOBS' GUIDE TO STITUS CARS
humor By DAN GREENBURG

-I

IN A MOMENT, our text. But first a few
words about status cars:
I. All cars are status cars.
• S
2. The people who manufacture cars
• pay large advertising agencies lots
and lots of money to create distinct
images for them.
3. When you buy a car, you also buy
an image. Others will soon begin to
behave toward you in accordance
with this image and will expect you
to behave toward them in the same

manner. You must not fail these
people.

This article has been prepared to aid
you in sustaining your new image.
Our selection of cars (or, rather, the
people who own and drive them) on
4
which to comment may seem arbitrary
and limited. There is a good reason for
this, however: It is both limited and arbitrary—but there's also method in our
seemingly random sampling. Lots of cars,
status or non, are fairly interchangeable
,. (not necessarily as cars. but in terms of
their owner-drivers). Thus, their status
rating (the cars, not the people) may be
high, low or mixed, yet almost anybody
with the purchase pelf might be found
•/
any of them. For our purposes, such
..ars and people fall outside the purview
• of this survey. If your status car is not
to be found among the following, you
may wish to exchange it for one that is.

and have at least three children and
name them after characters in J'Vinnie.
the-Pooh. Take out your contact lenses
before making love. Use a lot of Freudian terminology in your speech unless
you have been through psychoanalysis.
Go through psychoanalysis. Own the
complete works of Copeland or Vivaldi.
Read The New Yorker and check off all
the movies in the front of the magazine
after you have seen them. Read Time
but hate it. Spend a lot of time on
your modest hi-fl and leave the components exposed. Enjoy Joan Baez. Tell
people you voted for Stevenson the
first time he ran but not the second. If
you are Jewish and somebody should ask
you what kind of car you drive, say:
"A VW, and I know, but it's a helluva
solid little piece of machinery." Go to
any Ingmar Bergman movie and correctly identify Max von Sydow and at least
three other actors, telling what roles
they played in Wild Strawberries and
Smiles of a Summer Night. (If your
Volkswagen is a Karmann-Ghia, you
should have been able to interpret The
Seventh Seal on at least three levels.) It
is all right to take a Volkswagen to a
concert, to an indoor art exhibit, or to a
university extension class. It is not all
right to take a Volkswagen to a Great
Books discussion or to a meeting of the
Birch Society. If you have a small sticker
on your back window that reads MADE
IN DER BLACK FOREST BY DER ELVES,

110W TO OWN A VOLKSWAGEN

L

1-

Name your children after characters
in Winnie-the-Pooh. If you're not married, take women who are college graduates to . little theater or terribly smart
cocktail parties or to a picnic in the
country, but don't do anything with
them until you're married and then,
when you're married, make a slat bench
t

you

should be driving a Metropolitan.
HOW TO OWN A VW MICROBUS

Offer lifts to friends wearing suits,
making sure your front seat contains a
load of lumber, a bag of cement, oiled
saws wrapped in newspapers and a Coleman lantern. Call food "grub." sleep
"raw," wear blue- (continued overleaf)

denim shirts to the opera, and have
sex in a sleeping hag. Grow a bushy
mustache. Get haircuts that don't look
like you went to a barbershop, even if
you (lid. Enjoy all natural •bo- ,-- smells,
especially your own. Take thi- •- apart
and leave them all over the i --- - Eat
lots of Mexican Food. Sculpt. 1_—shingle
the roof. Lay in a new oak floor. Belch.
It is all right to take -a Microbus to a surplus store or on a Peace March. It is
not all right to take a Microbus to
Bhxnniiigdale's or El Morocco.
HOW TO OWN AN
AIJSTIN.HE.4LEY 3000

Go to big parties and find a - nice girl
to (lance with and (lance very close and
breathe in her ear and kiss her on the
mouth and then lead her into a spare
bedroom and lie (town with her on the
lied and crash all the hats and coats. Enjoy Dave Brtihcck. See Lenny Bruce in
person. Look like George Maharis. Wear
Bermudas and sweat shirts with the
sleeves torn out. Get a crewcut. Get
freckles. Do push-taps and chin-ups and
deep knee bends if there are at least Four
people present. Go to places where they
play Dixieland and order beer by the
pitcher. Visit a night club at least twice
a month and order a screwdriver or a
gimlet or a bullshot or any other fad
drink that is no longer quite in vogue.
If you have any comments to make at the
theater, speak loud enough for the people on both sides of you to hear. Take
girls with short blonde hair and canvas
shoes to drise-in movies. Try to pick up
every waitress who serves you. Make sure
there's a . little lipstick on your collar
whenever you come back from a date.
Carry Clorets in your glove compartment. Say things like "drift" and "fourspeed box" and call tires "shoes." Say
you would have voted for Kennedy if
you had been old enough, but plan to
vote Republican when you are. You
should take an Austin-Healey on a picnic, to any kind of outdoor dance or to
play tennis. You should not take it to
Cape Kennedy or to a convent.
HOW TO OWN A
RAMBLER AMERICAN

Insist your wife be active in the
League of Women Voters. If you are not
married, you have no business driving an
American. Be sure one of the children
has a nightmare and i -tins into your bedroom every time you try to make love to
your wife. Subscribe to Life and buy
Living for Young Homemakers at the
supermarket. If your American is a 440,
order a dry Beefeater martini with a
twist when out with a client. Never go to
more than one movie a month and then
see a Disney live Conie(ly thing with
Fred MacMurray. saying the kids have
outvoted you, but actually talking them
into it. A-void Reader's Digest condciised books and say they're too long.
Plan to take up golf just as soon as the

back-yard fence is made high enough to
contain the (log, and the front door is
planed (lowl) far enough to close in damp
weather. Alter it hard (lay at the office,
-go to your favorite barbershop and demand that the barber cut your hair the
way you want it cut for a change and
then turn it into a big joke when he begins to give you a hard time. Be very
nervous about making excessive sexual
demands on your wife, who works hard
all day long, has a headache and is entitled to a link rest. It is all right to take
a Rambler to it P.T.A. meeting or to a
suburban railway station. It is not all
right to take a Rambler to a political
rally, to a polo match or to a brothel.
HOW TO OWN A CADILLAC

I

Be either a Certified Public Accountant with tiny feet and hardly any hair,
or else be a very wealthy woman of at
least 40 and do not go to bed with anybody who does not smoke a cigar. If you
are a man, walk and talk kind of 01(1 and
stodgy even if you're 31. wear a big gold
ring with a stone and white-on-white
shirts, have your nails manicured, carry
Sen-Sen in your glove compartment, sit
with your legs crossed at the knees and
be shorter than your wife. If you are a
woman, wear a Japanese kimono aH(
curlers to bed. If you are not faithful to
your husband or wife, try to make it appear a though you are. If you are, try to
make it appear as though you're not. Be
on the board oidirectorx of at least one
national charity. - Buy a poodle or rent
one for special occasions. Join Book-ofthe-Month. Try to get to Miami at least
twice a year. Know somebody in Big
Government. Speak absolutely naturally
to your own or anybody else's servants.
Laugh at dumb jokes. It is all right to
take a Cadillac to a country club, to a
bridge club or to an outdoor exhibit of
paintings. It is not all right to cake a
Cadillac to a Big Ten university, to a
boy-scout jamboree or to a major-league
baseball game.
IWW TO OWN A THUNDERBIRD
MORE THAN SEVEN YEARS OLD

-I

I

If you drive a Thunderbird that was
manufactured before 1958 and you are
more than 21 years of age, cultivate a
taste for Knoll pedestal tables, sailing,
surfing, anything in teak or hopsack, foreign movies, exotic beers, private beaches
and tennis. Have a ski rack on your car
even in summer. Be, in short, a sort of
sun-tanned Volkswagen owner. Until the
age of 21, it is permissible to follow generally the rules for the Austin-Healey
3000. But if you call your car a "T-Bird,"
you would do well to trade it for an
A GA. HOW TO OWN A LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

Be older and hipper and have more
finely chiseled bones than the Cadillac

owner. When someone comes to sisit you
in the suburbs and you know he will be
getting off the train in a Suit, pick him
up wearing shorts and sneakers, drive
him directly td your tennis club and
keep telling him to relax, for God's sake,
you're in the country now.
HOW TO OWN A MORGAN
PLUS-FOUR DROPHEAD COUPE

Eat organically grown foods on the
sly. Smoke pot and take LSD in public
and don't call attention to it. Call sex
"making the beast with two backs," Say
you used to like Ezra Pound, Bartok,
Motherwell, Evtushenko. Play mainly
Carter Family or Leadhelly or John
Cage or Alfred Deller, Chuckle over certain passages in Hindemith if friends are
visiting. Subscribe to Punch and Private
Eye and the Manchester Guardian. Be
very keen on a comedian nobody has
ever heard of. Be familiar with all the
Erich von Stroheiin mdvies. Never see a
film without sighing that it was not
quite on the level of Potemkin. Say that
you never drink Lieblraumilc h anymore.
that you voted for Norman Thomas,
that psychoanalysis is a lot of rot but
you used to be on rather friendly terms
with Jung. Spend at least two months a
year in Mexico, laughing at things.
Smoke hideous brown Turkish cigarettes
but hate theist. Mooch Gauloises. Ask
people for detailed opinions on books.
exhibits or plays: smile tolerantly without actually laughing as they speak.
Avoid circulation of the knowledge that
your wife smokes mentholated cigarettes.
Call her Olga at parties and insist she
remain silent. Go to social gatherings
with a woman who has something to do
with theater and who does not use a
comb because it injures the scalp. Say
whatever comes into your mind. Have
sex with the lights on, standing up and
with a dog watching. A Morgan may be
taken practically anywhere.
HOW TO OWN A TRIUMPH
ROADSTER

I'."" ptage 0,11
fringe member of a group and work very
hard at being accepted. and then when
you're finally accepted and somebody
from the grotip hails von in the street,
look the other way and pretend you
didn't see him. MGA: If you are a male, follow generally the rules for TI) and try to avoid
Austin-Healey owners. If you are it female, he a secretary in a really smart ad
agency or law office in Beverly Hills or.
San Francisco and go out with cver
man in the office and be very highstrung and very discreet and sleep with
anybody on the first (late.

HOW TO OWN A JAGUAR XKE

Wear thin black pigskin racing gloves
:111(1 say that you pe)xonally have no interest whatsoever- in going any faster
tItan 65 or 70, but my God, if you ever
opened her up - HOW TO OWN A CITROEN

- If your Citroën is the 01(1, old kind
with the wide fenders Zttt(1 the running
boards and the squarish black body.
wear it trench coat and a wide-brimmed
hat pulled (tOwn over your eves, smoke a
cigarette by holding it between the tips
of your thumb and first finger, squint.
make the tit-es squeal on cornet -s. say
Zn!! and .4lors! and Soct -ëbieu! and II
P/elit dons ma c/iambic! If you have the
•
- DS 19 or the -11) 19, drive verycarefullv.
make sure the doors are locked, wear it
safety belt even whenyou're not in the
Car. and really believe that
- sct-oonichied-in i-cat' end of your car is
well-designed.
HOW TO OWN A PORSCHE

Knots- how to start a fit-c with wood
shavings. Sit only in straight-back chairs.
Say the Met-cedes-Bcriz I90SL is not a
ti-tie spot tS car.
HOW TO OWN A
MERCEDES-BENZ I90SL

Be an engineer or a space technologist
or a professor of physics or work for
Rand Corporation. Wear a little cloth
cap and tolerate everybody.

Put a white oval plate with, the letter
D on your hack bumper and say the
MGA is not a true sports cat-.

HOW TO OWN AN MG

Talk with your hands. (Iris e crazy. and
say the Fiat 1500 is not it true sports car,

T(:: Wear tweedy coats, play the banjo, smoke a pipe with a (lull finish, overhaul the car yourself, and keep the cloth
top (lown all year, es en when it snows.
TD: Make this the first sports car you
buy after trading in your I'linouth convertible with automatic transmission. Go
directly to it little automotive accessories
shop and buy racing goggles and an MC
windbreaker. Don't ever learn how to
downshift. If you are a coed, be on a
large allowance from home and talk
dirty. - TE: Don't be good at games. Be a
(concluded on page 135)

HOW TO OWN

AN ALFA-ROMEO ,

HOW TO OWN it MORRIS MINOR

Teach something and hate lousy
posture.
HOW TO OWN .4 ,SUNRE.-liI ALPINE

Drink a lot of No-Cal and try hard to
be fttrt people.
HOW TO OWN A BENTLEY

Wear hakiitg jackets with wide lapels,
be somewhat unitid,be tinbcanahty 'U."
HOW TO OWN A L.IGOXDA

Nobody owns aLagotida.
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Thanks to member Fred Closson for the following:

With over thirty years of involvement in the problems of a
wide variety of British built cars including several Morgans, the
notion that bits and pieces and repairs require an authentic
bnglish accent just isn't so. Morgans, just like Bentleys and MGs,
get along quite well with American parts and service.
During the past couple of months I've had several obscure
Morgan things fixed locally. Perhaps others might like to know
about these quality professionals.
Clocks. Betty Graf at Graf Auto Clock Service, 4856 El Cajon
Blvd., Sn Diego -- 582-3363 -- has years of experience and handles
the business founded by her dad mny decades ago. She does antique
and classic cars as well as being willing to renew the Smith items
found in Jags, Rolls, Morgan, etc. Just be sure to introduce a
two amp fuse in the line and your clock will contribute to your next
rally success.
Instruments, Bill Isbell, 4755 Biona Drive, San Diego -- 2801525 -- had over forty years with the air force rerairing their
instruments. fe's now retired and busier than ever. We lust overcame the problem of a non-functioning temperature auage and sender.
My personal solutionwwss to replace the Morgan sender with one
identical In appearance from an E Jag and to transfer the Innards
of the Jag guage to the Morgan guage. Because the resistance in
the Jag sander is opposite to my Morgan, Bill repainted and recalibrated the unit. Of course, now It works in reverse but my boiling
point remains the same. He can rewind the bimetallic innards of
the old guage If you desire. Also, curiosity made us look into the
radiator temper'ature sender and we found that to be easily repairable;
probably what's needed most is cleaning. Bill also redid my ammeter
guage with new internal windings for this primitive instrument along
with a cosmetic redo of the face.
Hoses: flex for brake hydraulic lines and carburetors. Mike
Clancy's Hose Specialties, 8745 C Magnolia, Santee -- 562-4750 -does a lot of work for marine, off road, competition, drag, etc.
If your desire is woven metal hose, he has the ability to make it
complete with whatever unique thread the original creator designed.
General. Dennis Tolley, 9620 11 orth Ave., Lemon Grove -- 4613365 -- With more years than he cares to admit of working on British
cars, he's one of only two or three outstanding local mechanIcs.
Plus that he's exnerienced the pecul1rities of Morans without
losing his positive regard for either the car or its owner. Many of
our local Morgans run predictably and dependably because of Dennis.
test regards
Fred Closson

